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Typical characteristics Unit Value
Colour - beige
Litre weight kg/l 1.4
Standard packaging l 0.25 / 0.5 / 1.0
Main components - soft porcelain body
Firing temperature °C 1260 - 1280
Particle size distribution d50 μm 7 - 8
Shelf life month 12

Advantages
 ■ special ceramic glue for Keraflex® porcelain tape

Applications
 ■ waterbased suspension
 ■ ceramic high temperature glue

Keraflex® garnish slurry should be used 
for fixing the parts of green Keraflex® tape 
together. Garnishing is the process of 
merging the tape ends or the attachement 
of the tape parts, by deforming and firmly 
connecting the tapes with garnish slurry. It 
is also possible to mix the slurry with water 
to get the best adherence.



The data presented in this leafl et are in accordance with the present state of our knowledge. All statements, technical information and recommenda-
tions herein are based on tests we believe to be reliable. The customer is thereby not absolved from carefully checking all supplies immediately on 
receipt. The recommendations made in this catalogue should be checked by preliminary trials because of conditions during processing over which we 
have no control, especially where other companies‘ raw materials are also being used. Before using, user shall determine the suitability of the product 
for its intended use, and the user assumes all risks and liability whatsoever in connection there with. We reserve the right to alter product constants 
within the scope of technical process or new developments. The recommendations do not absolve the customer from the obligation of investigating the 
possibility of infringement of third parties right and, if necessary, clarifying the position. Sellers‘ and manufacturer‘ only obligation shall be to replace 
such quantity of the product proved to be defective. Neither seller nor manufacturer shall be liable either in tort or contract for any loss or damage, 
direct or incidental, or consequential, including loss of profi ts or revenue arising out of the use or the inability to use a product. No statement, purchase 
order or recommendations by seller or purchaser not contained herein shall have any force or effect unless in an agreement signed by the offi cers of 
the seller and manufacturer. 
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